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II. Negotiation Risk Reduction in Sex Work Transactions

VI. ADOPTING HARM REDUCTION MODELS TO SEX WORK IN NEW YORK CITY

VII. CONCLUSION

“It’s killing me, the room, you know, the atmosphere I’m not used to, the whole situation. It makes a lot of issues with my use, you know, continuing on going, because of the depression, the endless sleepless nights, the slamming doors, the people who just . . . .”

—Dorothy, street-based sex worker discussing living in a shelter

I. INTRODUCTION

When discussing the rights of sex workers in New York City, the resounding sentiment of lawmakers and community groups is “not in my neighborhood!” However, for street-based sex workers, a question proposed by advocates is: where are sex workers living in poverty supposed to find housing? In scholarship about sex work within New York City, many authorities discuss decriminalization of prostitution, drug use among sex workers, and increased HIV rates. However, there is little discussion about sex workers and housing even though housing is essential for survival. This is especially true in a city where there is a 0.95% vacancy rate for public housing and the price of the average private studio apartment in Harlem exceeds $1,500 dollars per month. While the number of homeless people in municipal shelters in New York City is at an all time high, more than 52,000 people, public housing authorities and

---

2 Id. at 31 (“Dorothy elaborated on the conditions that create a difficult environment in which an individual can experience great stresses while trying to confront her own substance dependency, because drugs were pervasive in the shelter.”).


4 MANHATTAN MARKET RENTAL REPORT FEBRUARY 2015, MNS REAL IMPACT REAL ESTATE (Feb. 2015), available at http://www.mns.com/pdf/manhattan_market_report_feb_15.pdf, archived at http://perma.cc/4DV8-G59P. Harlem historically has been a source of affordable housing for Black communities, immigrants, and other marginalized communities. In recent years, Harlem has been experiencing a shift that has many concerned about gentrification of the area. For further discussion, see HARLEM HERITAGE TOURS, http://www.harlemheritage.com/history-of-harlem/ (last visited Apr. 1, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/JH7Z-P8P.

lawmakers currently enact strict regulations to push sex workers into overcrowded shelters, onto the streets, and further from safer housing environments.\(^6\)

In New York City, sex work is the source of income or survival for an indeterminate number of individuals whose work is street-based or who work in indoor environments.\(^7\) Street-based sex work “means that the initial transaction occurs in a public place (sidewalk, park, truck stop). The sex act takes place in either a public or private setting (alley, car, park, hotel, etc.).”\(^8\) Although it is difficult to determine how many women, men, gender non-conforming, and trans* individuals are part of this population, the New York Police Department (“NYPD”) makes around 2,700 arrests annually for “prostitution” and “loitering for purposes of prostitution” city-wide.\(^9\) A 2002 study of thirty street-based sex workers in New York City conducted by the Sex Workers Project revealed the issues that sex workers faced obtaining housing, elaborated on the experiences of those who perform street-based prostitution activities, and emphasized the impact of law enforcement approaches.\(^10\)

The report concluded that twenty-six respondents out of the thirty surveyed street-based sex workers had unstable housing and that few had a place of their own.\(^11\) Only four of the twenty-six respondents reported having stable housing.\(^12\) Providers from New York non-profit agencies reported that there is a lack of housing options available for street-based sex workers and that there is no supportive housing outside of rehabilitation facilities or detoxification programs.\(^13\) Because public housing precludes people who have previous convictions or have performed criminalized sex acts

---

\(^6\) See Thukral & Ditmore, supra note 1, at 22-23 (describing the criminal sanctions and civil regulations targeted towards sex work).

\(^7\) Id. at 17. (“Researchers are often asked to estimate the number of sex workers in a given area. Due to the covert nature of commercial sex, it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to determine how many sex workers are currently working in New York City, and almost impossible to make a blanket statement as to their needs and working conditions. We remain skeptical of all statistics that claim to be representative or exhaustive, especially when such estimates may be influenced by political viewpoints.”).

\(^8\) Ronald Weitzer, New Directions in Research on Prostitution, 43 n.1 CRIM., L., & SOC. CHANGE 211, 230 (2005) (defining “street prostitution” as compared to “indoor prostitution”).


\(^10\) Thukral & Ditmore, supra note 1, at 5.

\(^11\) Id. at 6.

\(^12\) Id.

\(^13\) Id. at 65.
on the premises, sex workers utilize alternative living arrangements such as single-room occupancy hotels ("SROs"), hotels, shelters, or sharing a room with friends or associates in SROs and hotels.\footnote{14}{Id. at 30.} “Some paid to sleep in crack houses, some stayed with friends as much as they could, while a few said that they tried not to sleep because it was dangerous to sleep without a place to go.”\footnote{15}{Id.} In addition to a fear of violence during street-based sex work activities, sex workers feared “robbery, rape and other violence” within their housing conditions.\footnote{16}{THUKRAL & DITMORE, supra note 1, at 62.}

Housing rights should be at the forefront of civil rights for sex workers, and city policies should reflect the trend of decriminalization of sex work in New York City.\footnote{17}{See Andrew Keshner, Special Parts Created to Aid Human Trafficking Victims, N.Y.L.J., Sept. 26, 2013, http://www.newyorklawjournal.com/id=1202620764959/Special-Parts-Created-to-Aid-Human-Trafficking-Victims?slreturn=20150301181904 (accessed by LexisNexis) (on file with CUNY Law Review) (explaining that the creation of "Human Trafficking Intervention Courts" ("HTIC’s") in New York City is anticipated to reduce the criminal convictions for prostitution by identifying trafficking victims and referring them to programs such as drug treatment and job training, which may result in non-criminal dispositions or reduced or dismissed charges upon successful completion of such programs).} Having access to public housing allows sex workers to escape a deepening cycle of impoverishment. These policy changes should be supported by both sex work decriminalization advocates and advocates for the abolition of sex trafficking. Removing “prostitution” conviction bans from public housing not only allows sex workers to have increased access to safe and affordable housing, but also allows people with prostitution convictions on their records to escape impoverishment. This often-stigmatized group of individuals are among those most in need of housing advocacy.

This article urges public housing authorities, shelter systems, and lawmakers to take an approach to sex work that mirrors the harm reduction approach of the hypodermic syringe (“needle exchange”) program implemented in New York City. Harm reduction can be achieved by compelling the New York City Housing Authority (“NYCHA”) to adopt less restrictive policies to housing sex workers in line with the trend of decriminalization adopted by the New York State courts. These less restrictive policies can include: (1) compelling the New York City District Attorneys and NYCHA not to evict tenants purely for being arrested for prostitution offenses and (2) removing the “sex or morals” bans from
NYCHA applications and eviction process.\footnote{See infra part III C.} For the greater cause of harm reduction to sex workers, in addition to policy changes, the city should create supportive shelter environments to cater to their needs and implement unsanctioned sex worker environments.\footnote{See infra text accompanying footnotes 178-90.}

This article explains the public health and safety concerns that sex workers face because they do not have access to safe and affordable public housing in New York City and how the lack of housing deepens the cycle of impoverishment that sex workers experience. Part II of this article discusses the dangers of street activity, risks to sex workers’ health, consent and bargaining issues with street-based sex work, and how indoor sex work environments decrease this risk. Part III outlines public and private housing laws designed to exclude sex workers and “prostitution” offenses occurring on the premises and the extent to which sex work convictions affect eligibility and ejectment from NYCHA. Part IV examines the sociological and long-term effects of housing laws on the lives of sex workers.

In Part V of this article, I describe three different public housing models developed by proponents for sex workers’ rights in North America with an emphasis on an unsanctioned indoor sex work model utilized in Vancouver, British Columbia. This section will examine the risk reduction that results from indoor sex work and supportive housing environments. In Part VI, I draw a parallel between unsanctioned indoor sex work environments and needle exchange programs that operate on harm reduction and public health models. Finally, Part VII concludes by urging New York City housing authorities to adopt less restrictive public housing laws and create unsanctioned indoor sex environments, highlighting the changes that this would have for socioeconomic status of sex workers, public health, and safety for sex workers within New York City.

II. SEX WORKERS AND STREET ACTIVITY: PUBLIC HEALTH AND HAZARDS

A. Background on Street-Based and Survival Sex Work

The United Nations defines sex work as “the exchange of money or goods for sexual services, either regularly or occasionally, involving female, male, and transgender adults, young people and
children where the sex worker may or may not consciously define such activity as income generating.”20 Although this definition may differ from New York laws regarding prostitution charges, it covers a broad range of activities and groups of people who may consider themselves sex workers.21 Street-based sex workers are the most vulnerable population involved in sex work because they experience excessive police contact as they are targeted by law enforcement and often find themselves in a cycle of arrests.22 Further, street-based sex workers are economically deprived, have limited job opportunities outside of sex work, and lack housing and supportive services to reduce the risk of homelessness.23 Some street-based sex workers engage in “survival sex,” which involves trading sex to meet the basic needs for survival (such as food, shelter, or clothing).24 Although these individuals are not forced or coerced to engage in sex work, they feel there is no other choice to obtain the necessities needed to survive.25 Others engage in street-based sex work by choice to supplement income because they are unable to conform to working in a different field or can’t find a position in indoor sex work environments.26

Indoor sex work was preferred among a study of New York City street-based sex workers: “17 respondents reported that they would prefer to work indoors entirely.”27 Explanations for their continued outdoor work included the lack of any private space to receive clients, reluctance of indoor venues such as brothels or escort services to employ women with substance dependencies, difficulty in maintaining the fixed schedule of an indoor venue (particularly in the case of subjects with substance dependencies), and difficulty of meeting or making contact with clients without being present on


22 Thukral & Ditmore, supra note 1, at 10-11.

23 Id.


25 Id.

26 Thukral & Ditmore, supra note 1, at 29-30, 55-56.

27 Id. at 6.
the street.28

In addition to this preference, sex workers stated that they would participate in indoor sex work by calling up regular clients, setting up appointments in hotels or clients’ apartments to avoid street work or interactions with the police.29 However, this technique was frustrated because many workers could not bring clients back to their housing or because sex workers did not have mobile phones.30

Street-based sex workers face ramifications such as increased police harassment and criminal charges, risk of violence including harassment, battery, abuse, elevated risk of HIV and other Sexually Transmitted Infections (“STIs”), depression, substance abuse, and an increased risk of unconsented services,31 including rape.32 Many of these issues are a part of a deepening cycle of impoverishment and are exacerbated by the fact that many sex workers are significantly underhoused.33 Sex workers with prior prostitution convictions do not qualify for affordable public housing due to a prior criminal record and cannot afford to get back on their feet due to expensive and unstable housing.34 Reforms to public housing can alleviate a number of devastating and recurring issues experienced by sex-based workers by mitigating violence against sex workers, improving sex workers’ physical and mental health, and preventing the risk of unconsented services.

B. Violence Against Sex Workers

Street-based sex workers are at a higher risk of victimization and violence due to their increased exposure during street activities.35 Violence against sex workers may include assault, robbery,  

28 THUKRAL & DITMORE, supra note 1, at 8.
29 Id.
30 Id.
31 Unconsented or unwanted services means services not agreed to by the sex worker, which includes any forced sex acts. See infra Part II D.
32 Kari Lyderson, Sex Workers and Civil Rights, ALTERNET (July 18, 2003), http://www.rapeis.org/activism/prostitution/sexworkerscivilrights.htm, archived at http://permacc/77DHJETN.
33 Steven P. Kurtz et al., Barriers to Health and Social Services for Street-Based Sex Workers, 16 J. HEALTH CARE FOR THE POOR AND UNDERSERVED 345-46 (2005).
34 See infra Part III A-C.
harassment, death, verbal assault, sexual abuse, gang rape, trauma, and confinement. A New York study of street-based sex workers concluded that:

24 out of 30 respondents (80 percent) experienced either violence or threats in the course of their work. 18 out of 30 respondents (60 percent) had experiences with male clients who became violent or tried to force them to do things they did not want to do. These problems include rape, assault and robbery.

In comparison, indoor sex workers are at a much lower risk of violence:

A British study, for instance, of 115 prostitutes who worked on the streets and 125 who worked in saunas or as call girls found that the street prostitutes were more likely than the indoor workers to report that they had ever been robbed (37 vs. 10%), beaten (27 vs. 1%), slapped/punched/kicked (47 vs. 14%), raped (22 vs. 2%), threatened with a weapon (24 vs. 6%), or kidnapped (20 vs. 2%).

The differences in the rate of violence against street-based and indoor sex workers can be attributed to the fact that indoor workers can screen out customers, can perform sex acts indoors, and may see lower-risk regular clients. Although the risk of these harms still exist in generally safer environments (e.g. indoor sex work or bringing a client back to an apartment), risks of violence are exacerbated by street-work activity because of the greater exposure to the police and the increased control the client has over the sex worker on the street. When participating in street activity, sex acts occur in alleys, the home or car of the client, or in public areas like parks. In these scenarios (especially in industrial areas) sex workers may feel that they do not have any options for help when being attacked or raped. Sex workers experience high rates of violence in the course of their work, and both indoor and outdoor sex workers are exposed to risks of violence and crime at the hands of their clients.

36 Rekart, supra note 35.
37 THUKRAL & DITMORE, supra note 1, at 8.
38 Weitzer, supra note 8, at 216.
39 Id. at 215-16.
40 See THUKRAL & DITMORE, supra note 1, at 75 (“[P]rostitutes know from past experience, their own or from their friends, that police will say something [negative] to them, or threaten to arrest them, even though they’re the victim.”).
41 Weitzer, supra note 8, at 214 n.1.
42 See THUKRAL & DITMORE, supra note 1, at 75.
43 See id. at 44-46 (describing the violence sex workers experience with some customers).
workers the opportunity to bring clients back to their homes. This would decrease their exposure to violence because it could allow sex workers to call for help or remove clients from their homes.

Bringing a client back to an apartment could be safer than the risk of violence a sex worker is exposed to on the streets because of the increased selection and control of clientele one has in their own apartment as opposed to in a car, in public, or in a client’s apartment. Bringing a client back to an apartment exposes a sex worker to less violence—like indoor sex work—because a home environment allows for the possibility of greater safety mechanisms, third-party controls, and narrowing or vetting of clientele. However, bringing a client back to an apartment is different than indoor sex work in many aspects and is not completely without risk. For example, violence, unconsented services, rape, and risks to a sex worker’s health may still occur in one’s apartment. However, a sex worker may have the ability to employ additional precautions to prevent these attacks that are unavailable on the streets. Particularly, sex workers have greater power and control in their own apartment than the apartment of a client by having the ability to employ their own systems or safety mechanisms.

C. Health

“If he don’t want to use a condom, we’re in extreme danger. I want to try to use one [condom], but the violence might ensue.”

44 See, e.g., Andrea Krüsi et al., Negotiating Safety and Sexual Risk Reduction with Clients in Unsanctioned Safe Indoor Sex Work Environments: A Qualitative Study, 102 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 1154, 1155 (2012) (explaining that these safety mechanisms have been implemented in a sex worker housing environment and the lessened risk of violence) (“Women’s accounts indicated that both the structural–environmental and the informal safety mechanisms facilitated by the indoor sex work environment greatly increased women’s control over negotiating risk in sex work transactions . . . . Women’s narratives suggested that these models can promote increased control among sex workers over negotiating transactions with clients on their own terms, including types of services provided, amount charged, and overall health and safety. Many described how the control afforded by an enhanced sense of safety allowed them to refuse unwanted risky services that they would have to perform in other environments where support from staff, other sex workers, or police was not readily available when clients used violence to force unwanted services such as unprotected sexual intercourse.”).

45 Id.

46 See Weitzer, supra note 8, at 216 (illustrating the risk of risk of violence against indoor sex workers); see also Thukral & Ditmore, supra note 1, at 44-46 (describing that one indoor sex worker was robbed by a customer).

47 See Krüsi, supra note 44, at 1156.

48 See id.

It is hard to estimate the number of street-based sex workers infected with HIV/AIDS. Female sex workers risk HIV infection at a rate fourteen times higher than other female populations worldwide. Of the population of sex workers worldwide, HIV rates were significantly lower among call girls and women working in legal brothels than among street workers. The highest rates of HIV are among street-based sex workers who use intravenous drugs.

Other issues regarding health and street-based sex work involve the availability and use of condoms. Sex workers expressed concern of police using condoms to arrest for prostitution and discussed apprehension of carrying around condoms while participating in street sex work activity. Sex workers have also reported that police confiscated condoms when searching them. Recently, the New York City police commissioner released a “no condoms as evidence” directive, which prevents New York police officers from confiscating condoms to be used for evidence under certain charges. However, the directive still allows the use of condoms as evidence against those accused of “promoting prostitution and sex trafficking.” This directive does not protect sex workers in all criminal charges, and many sex workers are still afraid of being arrested for carrying condoms.

When sex workers cannot freely carry condoms, it exposes them to increased risk of HIV and sexually transmitted infections (“STI”) and directly negates New York City public health program promotion of safe sex and free condom distribution. UNAIDS specifically argues: “Confiscation of condoms is clearly counterproductive from a health perspective and disrespectful of the rights of sex workers to protect themselves from HIV.” When street-

---


51 *See* Weitzer, *supra* note 8, at 217.

52 *Id.*

53 *See* Thukral & Ditmore, *supra* note 1, at 36.

54 *Id.* (“Candy reported that police officers tell her to ‘open her condoms and drop them into the sewer, all the time, ten times a month.’”).


56 *Id.*

57 *See id.*

58 *See id.*

59 Freeman Klopott, *Prostitutes Push for N.Y. Law Banning Condoms as Evidence*,
based sex workers try to reduce visibility due to fear of arrest, sex workers reduce the amount of time negotiating with clients on consenting acts and condom use. This can cause sex workers to carry out sex acts that are at higher risk of HIV and STI infection. Although New York City is changing the way condoms are used against sex workers in criminal charges, sex workers are still not completely free from arrest and able to use condoms in street activity as they may need to.

D. Unwanted Services, Consent, and Power

Well a good date is someone that you can get out of the car with after. We don’t know how lucky we are. When they drive us back. You know and we take it for granted a little bit I think. It just seems that once you’re taken away in a car, your power and control are gone.

When street-based sex workers are trying to reduce visibility, they make quicker decisions to get into a client’s car, which makes it more difficult to screen potentially violent clients and allots less time to negotiate what sex acts to which they consent. Lack of power to control whom sex workers chose as clients and where sex acts take place can be the basis of risks for street-based workers’ health and safety. Power is reflected within the economics of sex work, where street-based workers have little power and less pay as opposed to indoor sex workers who demand higher pay, have their own premises for work, have a more robust ability to screen clients, and may work by referral. Lack of a safe place to take clients is consistently described as the reason why sex workers face an increased risk of violence from their clients.

The manner in which they are policed and excluded from public and private housing, examined in the following section, illustrates the depth of sex workers’ subjection to a deepening cycle of impoverishment.


60 Ross, supra note 21, at 3.
61 Dizard, supra note 55.
62 Shannon, supra note 49, at 916.
63 Ross, supra note 21, at 3.
64 Id.
65 Id.
66 See supra notes 35-39.
III. Bans from Public and Private Housing

A. Prostitution Related Offenses

In New York State there are separate laws regarding prostitution in the criminal context versus prostitution in the sphere of housing. Importantly, prostitution related criminal offenses exclude sex workers from housing, when the same treatment does not apply to clients. Criminal charges related to prostitution include: prostitution, patronizing a prostitute, prostitution in a school zone, promoting prostitution, permitting prostitution, and loitering for the purpose of engaging in prostitution. In addition, under the New York Penal Law (“N.Y.P.L.”), accomplice liability, sex trafficking, and promoting sex with a minor carry charges up to a class E felony.

New York Penal Law section 230.00, which codifies the prostitution offense, is a class B misdemeanor and provides that “[a] person is guilty of prostitution when such person engages or agrees or offers to engage in sexual conduct with another person in return for a fee.” Sexual conduct is defined in the statute and allows courts case-by-case discretion over what conduct conforms to the statute. Permitting prostitution on one’s property (N.Y.P.L. § 230.40), a class B misdemeanor, is especially relevant in the housing context, providing: “a person is guilty of permitting prostitution when, having possession or control of premises which he knows are being used for prostitution purposes, he fails to make reasonable effort to halt or abate such use.”

In addition, one can be guilty of “promoting prostitution” under N.Y.P.L. § 230.15 if a person either knowingly “advances” or “profits” from prostitution. One “advances prostitution” when:

[A]cting other than as a prostitute or as a patron thereof, he knowingly causes or aids a person to commit or engage in prostitution, procures or solicits patrons for prostitution, provides persons or premises for prostitution purposes, operates or assists

---

67 N.Y. Penal Law § 230.00 (McKinney 2014).
68 Id. § 230.02.
69 Id. § 230.03.
70 Id. § 230.15.
71 Id. § 230.40.
72 N.Y. Penal Law § 240.37.
73 Id. §§ 230.33-230.36.
74 Id. § 230.00.
75 THUKRAL & DIITMORE, supra note 1, at 22.
76 Penal § 230.40.
77 Id. § 230.15.
in the operation of a house of prostitution or a prostitution enter-
prise, or engages in any other conduct designed to institute,
aid or facilitate an act or enterprise of prostitution.\footnote{Id. § 230.15, explained in Antonucci v. Town of Irondequoit, 438 N.Y.S.2d 417, 419 (4th Dep’t 1981).}

Further, one profits from prostitution when: “acting other than as a prostitute receiving compensation for personally rendered prostitution services, he accepts or receives money or other property pursuant to an agreement or understanding with any person whereby he participates or is to participate in the proceeds of prostitution activity.”\footnote{Id.} Although this penal law may not impose criminal liability for sex workers themselves, it could create liability for roommates, boyfriends, or “pimps” if they help provide housing for a sex worker and acts of prostitution occur on those premises. This penal law shows the further policing of sex workers’ acts that occur behind close doors.

B. Multiple Dwelling, Illegal Use, and Nuisances

New York Public Health Law and New York Real Property Law contain civil laws that exclude sex workers and “pimps” from both private and public housing but likewise do not affect clients.\footnote{N.Y. PUB. HEALTH LAW §§ 2320-2334 (McKinney 2014); N.Y. REAL PROP. LAW § 231(3) (McKinney 2014).} New York Public Health Law § 2320 governs “houses of prostitution, equipment and nuisance” and provides: “Whoever shall erect, establish, continue, maintain, use, own, or lease any building, erection, or place used for the purpose of lewdness, assignation, or prostitution is guilty of maintaining a nuisance.”\footnote{Pub. Health § 2320(1).} Houses of prostitution are defined as “[t]he building, erection, or place, or the ground itself, in or upon which any lewdness, assignation, or prostitution is conducted, permitted, or carried on, continued, or exists.”\footnote{Id. § 2320(2).} This action is subject to an injunction, abatement, or temporary restraining order.\footnote{Id. § 2323.}

Owners of private multiple-dwelling buildings and apartment units can terminate a tenancy or repossess a dwelling if the apartment or any portion of the building is being used for sex work activities. Multiple Dwelling Law § 352 provides,

[I]f a multiple dwelling, or any part thereof, shall be used as a house of prostitution or assignation with the permission of the

\footnote{78 Id. § 230.15, explained in Antonucci v. Town of Irondequoit, 438 N.Y.S.2d 417, 419 (4th Dep’t 1981).}
lessee or his agent, the lease shall be terminable at the election of the lessor, and the owner shall be entitled to recover possession of said premises by summary proceedings.\(^{84}\)

This statute effects the availability of housing to sex workers because it creates liability for those who bring clients back to their houses or imposes liability for friends and partners who allow sex acts on the premises even if the sex worker is not a party to the lease.

New York Real Property Law § 231(3) renders a lease void if made with any person convicted two or more times in one year for prostitution related offenses that occur on the premises.\(^{85}\) There are a number of issues sex workers face accessing or retaining housing as a result of this statute. First, sex workers may not be able to secure representation in order to combat these charges.\(^{86}\) Should an arrest or conviction occur, the lessor has the right to enter the premises,\(^{87}\) giving a sex worker little notice to find alternative housing and recourse to save her home. A judgment under this statute also prevents a sex worker’s future access to public and private housing opportunities, even if the person is no longer a sex worker. Finally, the statute may discriminate against those who experience trafficking or are part of heavily policed communities.\(^{88}\) These individuals are more likely to be arrested and prosecuted for prostitution-related offenses,\(^{89}\) exposing them to increased risk of a void lease under this statute.

The law also allows rights and regulations for a landlord to

\(^{84}\) N.Y. MULT. DWELL. LAW § 352 (McKinney 2014).

\(^{85}\) REAL PROP. § 231.


\(^{87}\) N.Y. REAL PROP. LAW § 231(3).


\(^{89}\) See id. at 5-6 (“In 2001, Black and Hispanic women made up 85 percent of all women arrested in New York City. From 1995 to 2001, the percentage of Black, Hispanic and White women, aged 16 to 24, incarcerated for prostitution rose dramatically, particularly for Black and Hispanic women.”).
repossess an apartment if it is “illegally used” pursuant to New York Real Property Actions and Proceedings Law (R.P.A.P.L.) §715. Illeg-legal use includes use as a “bawdy house” or for “purposes of prostitution.” Not only do these laws have negative effects for sex workers seeking private housing, but also they impose statutory liability on landlords who fail to evict tenants who use the premises for prostitution related purposes. This can create difficulties for sex workers because of the increased scrutiny of sex workers' acts on the premises and the incentive for landlords to eject workers. The statute also allows a neighboring tenant to bring an eviction proceeding. Additionally, two or more prostitution convictions of any occupant within a year in their apartment or their building shall be presumptive evidence of conduct constituting use of the subject premises for the purposes of prostitution.

Private housing laws also unnecessarily infringe on the rights of sex workers by allowing the District Attorney to evict a tenant for engaging in sex work. R.P.A.P.L. § 715(1) allows an owner, fellow tenant, or the District Attorney to serve a notice on the landlord requiring her to make an application for the removal of a tenant engaged in illegal activity. This statute further states that if the landlord does not make an application for eviction within five days of receiving the notice or does not diligently “prosecute” the tenant, the person or agency giving notice to the landlord of the illegal activity:

may bring a proceeding under this article for such removal as though the petitioner were the owner or landlord of the premises, and shall have precedence over any similar proceeding thereafter brought by such owner or landlord or to one theretofore brought by him and not prosecuted diligently and in good faith.

A 1997 case explains that the District Attorney has power to

---

90 N.Y. REAL PROP. ACTS. LAW § 715 (McKinney 2014).
91 Id. § 711(5).
92 REAL PROP. § 231.
93 REAL PROP. ACTS. § 715(1).
94 Id. § 715(2).
95 Id. § 715(1) (“An owner or tenant . . . of any premises . . . used or occupied . . . for purposes of prostitution . . . or any duly authorized enforcement agency of the state . . . under a duty to enforce the provisions of the penal law [etc.] . . . may serve personally upon the owner or landlord of the premises . . . a written notice requiring the owner or landlord to make an application for the removal of the person so using or occupying the same.”).
96 Id. The District Attorney typically initiates these suits by threatening the landlord with a counter claim for attorney fees if they refuse to file a suit against their tenant. See Gerald Lebovitz & Douglass J. Seidman, Drug Holdover Proceedings: An Ove-
initiate suit or to require the landlord to initiate suit against a tenant engaged in illegal activity within a dwelling.97 Under R.P.A.P.L. § 715(3), “the District Attorney retains the right to become an actual party, the petitioner, in a new and separate proceeding commenced by such office in the event that the original petitioner landlord fails to diligently prosecute this matter.”98 However, while the District Attorney has the power to become a party to an eviction proceeding under R.P.A.P.L., her power is limited in that she does not have authority over settlement agreements or the authority to force a landlord to appeal a decision.

When the District Attorney has the power to compel or to initiate proceedings against tenants who may participate in sex work in private housing and rent-stabilized units, the State infringes on the rights of individuals, including sex workers, to engage in private conduct in their home and oversteps its role by acting as landlord. In these cases, the landlord is threatened by the State to evict a tenant when the landlord may want to continue the tenancy. This creates additional barriers for sex workers because they may not have the availability, means, or notice to secure representation to combat the charges.99 This practice likely leads to increased rates of homelessness and poverty among sex workers.

Sex worker tenants may also be evicted based on the conduct in their home, even without evidence of arrest or conviction. A tenant can be evicted for a nuisance, even if the tenant did not violate a provision of lease, by engaging in objectionable conduct that threatens the life, health, or safety of the owner or other tenants.100 Evictions based on objectionable conduct for non-rent regulated units give the “landlord the right to terminate the time fixed for occupancy under such agreement if he deem [sic] the tenant objectionable.”101 Rent regulated tenancies are also subject to termination on nuisance grounds:

[A] tenant can be evicted for: (1) committing or permitting a nuisance; or (2) is maliciously, or by reason of gross negligence, substantially damaging the housing accommodation; or (3) the tenant engages in a persistent and continuing course of

---

98 Id.
99 Levine & Benjamin, supra note 86.
101 REAL PROP. ACTS § 711(1).
conduct evidencing an unwarrantable, unreasonable or unlawful use of the property to the annoyance, inconvenience, discomfort or damage of others.\textsuperscript{102}

Case law defines what type and pattern of behavior creates a nuisance or rises to the level of objectionable conduct.\textsuperscript{103} Nuisance law can be detrimental for sex workers because it could allow the court discretion when determining whether conduct rises to the level of a nuisance. No previous case law exists on whether a sex worker bringing clients home constitutes nuisance because other methods are available for ejectment. In the case of sex workers, having loud or frequent visitors at night may rise to the level of a nuisance that would permit a private landlord to institute eviction proceedings against a tenant.

Recently, other cities in the United States have adapted their current nuisance laws to explicitly target sex worker tenants. In late 2014, Oakland, California’s City Council voted to “expand an existing law that allows the city to evict private property tenants who have become a ‘nuisance’ to their communities.”\textsuperscript{104} The City Council argued that it intended to cut rates of child trafficking despite the lack of evidence that the ban would have this impact.\textsuperscript{105} The existing “nuisance eviction ordinance” adopted in 2004 was designed to evict tenants of commercial or residential private property who were “engaging” in violence and illegal drug activities.\textsuperscript{106} The expansion “added a number of other ‘nuisance activities’ to the law—the most controversial being ‘pimping, prostitution, pandering, and solicitation.’”\textsuperscript{107} Critics of this law argue that:

[T]he law enables the City Attorney’s Office to force sex workers out of their homes in a wide range of circumstances without giving them meaningful opportunities to contest the accusations. The law also empowers residents to make complaints about neighbors they believe are involved in sex work while incentivizing landlords to evict tenants they suspect may be prostitutes—or possibly avoid renting to them in the first place.\textsuperscript{108}

\textsuperscript{102} N.Y. UNCONSOL. § 2524.3(b) (McKinney 2014).
\textsuperscript{103} See, e.g., Berenger v. 261 West LLC, 93 A.D.3d 175, 182-83 (1st Dep’t 2012) (describing the elements of “nuisance” and explaining that nuisance is characterized by a pattern of behavior).
\textsuperscript{105} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{106} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{107} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{108} \textit{id.}
These concerns mirror the concerns of sex work advocates in New York City and emphasize that these types of laws are being used to disproportionately evict low-income tenants.

Critics of the Oakland law expressed concern that, “[i]ts implementation would likely reflect existing law enforcement biases and profiling patterns—meaning that low-income tenants, transgender residents, and people of color would most likely be targeted.”109 Much like the laws in New York City allowing the District Attorney to evict tenants in private residential properties, these laws increasingly infringe on the rights of sex workers and should be repealed.

C. Criminal Convictions, NYCHA, and the “Sex or Morals” Offense

1. Application

NYCHA has laws to exclude sex workers in both its application procedures and eviction proceedings. NYCHA provides public housing to more than 400,000 low and moderate income New Yorkers in 334 housing projects within the five boroughs of New York City.110 In addition to residents of public housing projects, NYCHA provides rental assistance in private homes to over 235,000 renters through the Section 8 Leased Housing Program.111 Federal law governs the availability of housing to individuals with criminal records and gives local housing authorities discretion to create policies regarding the admission and termination of tenancies for people with criminal records or those who commit crimes on the premises.112 NYCHA has authority for these policies in New York City and creates policies regarding termination, rules of tenancy, and admission pursuant to federal law.113

NYCHA considers the criminal history of every member of the household who is sixteen years or older when reviewing housing applications, and the information they review contains criminal activity from violations to convictions.114 Pursuant to federal law, NYCHA “has the discretion to deny housing to applicants who have

109 Id.
110 N.Y.C. HOUS. AUTH., supra note 3.
111 Id.
113 N.Y. PUB. HOUS. Law § 400 (McKinney 2014).
been convicted of any criminal offense, including a violation." NYCHA’s review of an applicant’s criminal history requires that people with convictions must at minimum complete their sentence, yet may still be ineligible for public housing, depending on the severity of the crime of conviction.

In general, class A, B, or C violent felonies or felonies involving drugs or alcohol mandate a six-year period of ineligibility. Class D or E offenses of the same caliber result in a five-year period of ineligibility. People convicted of class A drug or alcohol misdemeanors are ineligible for four or five years, whereas those with class B or unclassified drug or alcohol misdemeanors are ineligible for three to four years. Finally, a drug or alcohol violation or infraction triggers a two to three-year period of ineligibility.

Therefore, NYCHA explicitly lays out periods of ineligibility for felonies of any caliber and has specific rules for misdemeanor drug and alcohol offenses. However, as stated above, NYCHA is afforded discretion when no bright-line rule for a certain criminal charge exists.

In addition to imposing guidelines for housing eligibility, NYCHA also has discretion to waive ineligibility when it is “convinced that there is reasonable probability that the offender’s future conduct would not be likely to affect adversely the health, safety or welfare of other tenants, and would not be likely to affect adversely the physical environment or the financial stability of an Authority project.” If NYCHA believes the applicant does not pose any immediate danger to other tenants or to the Housing Authority project in general, NYCHA considers the following factors to mitigate or waive periods of ineligibility:

(1) The seriousness of the applicant’s offense; (2) the frequency of the offense; (3) when the offense occurred; (4) evidence about the conduct underlying the offense; (5) evidence about rehabilitation; and (6) evidence showing a willingness to participate in counseling or social service programs (and the availability of such programs).

---
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Therefore, a NYCHA applicant with a “prostitution” conviction on their record, or multiple convictions of any kind on their record, may become ineligible based on the above discretionary factors. However, such an applicant may be granted housing on the condition that they participate in social service or rehabilitation programs.\textsuperscript{120}

These application policies are overall detrimental to sex workers who have prostitution or drug related convictions on their record. Federal law gives discretion to local housing authorities to exclude people with convictions, and local policies are overly restrictive and can be a roadblock to tenants who pose no threat to the safety and welfare of other tenants and public property.\textsuperscript{121} Federal law only requires barring lifetime registered sex offenders or those who have been convicted for the production of methamphetamine from public housing.\textsuperscript{122} NYCHA policies are over-inclusive with respect to federal policies because they can bar access to housing based on an arrest that never leads to a conviction.\textsuperscript{123} However, barring applicants arrested for sex work offenses disparately impacts street-based sex workers and women and trans\* women of color because they are selectively targeted and profiled.

\textsuperscript{120} See id.


\textsuperscript{122} Know Your Rights: Housing and Arrests or Criminal Convictions, THE BRONX DEFENDERS (Oct. 2, 2010), http://www.bronxdefenders.org/housing-and-arrests-or-criminal-convictions/, archived at http://permacc/7A5F-Q9NF.

\textsuperscript{123} See LAW ENFORCEMENT VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN OF COLOR & TRAN$^*$ PEOPLE OF COLOR: A CRITICAL INTERSECTION OF GENDER VIOLENCE & STATE VIOLENCE, INCITE! WOMEN OF COLOR AGAINST VIOLENCE, 26, available at http://www.incite-national.org/sites/default/files/incite_files/resource_docs/3696_toolkit-final.pdf (last accessed Apr. 26, 2015) ("Women of color, and particularly transgender women of color, are often perceived by police through racialized and gendered stereotypes framing us as highly sexualized and sexually available. Law enforcement officers’ internalization and perpetuation of these stereotypes, combined with the high degree of discretion afforded by vague “quality of life” regulations, results in police profiling women of color, and particularly transgender women of color, as sex workers, and selective targeting of women of color for harassment, detention, and arrest. For instance, trans women of color across the country report frequent arrests for “loitering with intent to solicit” while engaging in such lawful and routine activities as hailing a cab, walking their dog, going to get groceries or cigarettes, walking home from work, eating out, or talking to friends. Such disproportionate enforcement is compounded by law enforcement focus on street-based sex work, where a greater proportion of sex workers are women of color.") (citing Amnesty International, STONEWALLED: POLICE ABUSE AND MISCONDUCT AGAINST LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL AND TRANSGENDER PEOPLE IN THE U.S., 13-18, 34 (Amnesty International U.S.A. 2005); THE SAN FRANCISCO TASK FORCE ON PROSTITUTION, FINAL REPORT, (Mar. 1996), available at http://www.bayswan.org/1TF. html.).
by police resulting higher rates of arrest (including false arrest). Furthermore, NYCHA housing bans re-victimize sex workers who are exploited by boyfriends or pimps by barring these individuals from public housing based on forced sex work that resulted in arrest. This policy also discriminates against those who have left sex work and seek other employment.

2. Eviction

NYCHA reserves the power to evict any person on the grounds of “Non-Desirability, Breach of Rules and Regulations, Chronic Breach of Rules and Regulations, Chronic Delinquency in the Payment of Rent, Non-Verifiable Income, Assignment or Transfer of Possession, and Misrepresentation.” Under “non-desirability” and breach of rules and regulations, NYCHA can evict a tenant due to their conduct or that of a roommate, someone that claims to live at the address, or a frequent visitor. This conduct includes activity that occurs in the subject apartment, on NYCHA premises, or near project grounds.

Conduct that constitutes “non-desirability” includes:

1. a danger to the health and safety of the tenant’s neighbors;
2. “a sex or morals offense;”
3. a source of danger or a cause of damage to the employees, premises or property of the Authority;
4. “a source of danger to the peaceful occupation of other tenants;” or
5. a common law nuisance.

Sex work falls squarely within the designation of a “sex or morals”

124 Suzannah Phillips et al., CUNY School of Law, Clearing the Slate: Seeking Effective Remedies for Criminalized Trafficking Victims 43 available at http://www.law.cuny.edu/academics/clinics/iwhr/publications/Clearing-the-Slate.pdf (last accessed Apr. 26, 2015) (“In addition to the cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment that trafficking victims suffer as a result of arrest, detention, and prosecution for crimes they were compelled to commit, survivors of trafficking experience long-term mental suffering and humiliation as a result of having a criminal record . . . . [A] criminal record hinders a trafficking victim’s ability to rebuild their life by preventing them from obtaining stable employment and safe housing.”).
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offense and imposes liability on sex workers who engage in prostitution on or near NYCHA premises or allow others to engage in these acts regardless of whether they are on the lease. Therefore, sex workers and family members who reside with them may find themselves in a termination of a tenancy proceeding. Specifically, a whole family may find themselves in an eviction proceeding if someone visiting them is arrested for prostitution on the premises.\textsuperscript{130} This “non-desirability” clause is overly inclusive and uses a discriminatory policy as a catch-all to exclude sex workers when they see fit. Federal laws give NYCHA discretion when evicting tenants.\textsuperscript{131} However, by including “sex or moral” offenses in termination proceedings, NYCHA has overstepped its discretion by allowing the policing of its own tenants on the private conduct that occurs within their homes.

Despite the rules regarding “sex or morals,” the rate of prostitution in NYCHA premises is quite low. When NYCHA residents were asked what crimes occurred in the development currently or in the last twelve months, forty-three out of 1,166 respondents (four percent) responded that prostitution occurred.\textsuperscript{132} By continuing the policy of evicting and barring sex workers, NYCHA continues discrimination without any benefit on its behalf. By forcing sex workers out of public housing to avoid sex work on the premises, it pushes sex workers into surrounding areas and into the open, making sex work within community surrounding NYCHA buildings more visible and dangerous.

3. Shelter Housing and SROs

Shelter housing is not a conducive environment for sex workers to live or participate in sex work activity. Shelter housing has fixed hours and presents a roadblock for sex workers who work the streets at night. This is detrimental to sex workers not only because it eliminates their ability to earn income, but also because sex workers cannot bring clients to the shelter housing, preventing them from finding stable housing to create a permanent residence.\textsuperscript{133} Residents of shelter housing in New York City have further reported that they have been raped by security guards and

\textsuperscript{130} Id.
\textsuperscript{131} Id.; 42 U.S.C. § 13661 (1999).
\textsuperscript{133} N.Y. MULT. DWELL. LAW §§ 12, 352 (McKinney’s 2015).
exposed to theft and substance abuse.\textsuperscript{134}

SRO accommodations do not offer a safe environment for sex workers. A study in Vancouver, British Columbia noted that co-ed SROs create additional difficulty for female sex workers.\textsuperscript{135} Women reported that they experienced violence by male residents and discrimination by male staff due to their involvement with sex work.\textsuperscript{136} These same issues were not experienced in women-only SROs, which created a support system for women in this housing environment.\textsuperscript{137} By housing one or two occupants in single room, they usually do not offer a place for sex workers to bring back clients and lack private kitchens for sex workers to prepare meals. In addition to offering limited facilities, sex workers reported SROs as being undesirable and filled with drugs and other criminal activity.\textsuperscript{138} Additionally, SROs are detrimental to sex workers recovering from or refraining from drug use. Sex workers reported being able to hear, see, and smell drug use and transactions in SROs.\textsuperscript{139} This can exacerbate stress on sex workers struggling with substance dependency.\textsuperscript{140}

Inefficiencies of city agencies and housing discrimination are contributing factors for sex workers’ inability to find and maintain affordable housing. A respondent from a study on street-based sex workers developed by the Urban Justice Center’s Sex Worker Project discussed that she was getting “the runaround” from a city agency in her search for housing.\textsuperscript{141} “She was seeking housing assistance from a city agency that was providing her with other services, but the agency was not being effective, helpful, or active in assisting with the search for housing.”\textsuperscript{142} Without access to technology, telephone, or helpful housing assistance services, many sex workers are left to fend for themselves in the housing market.

Transgender respondents noted housing discrimination as being an issue with finding stable housing.\textsuperscript{143} “Jamie, who is trans-

\textsuperscript{134} THUKRAL & DITMORE, supra note 1, at 36.
\textsuperscript{136} Id.
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\textsuperscript{141} Id. at 62.
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gender, said ‘[I would like to] get my own apartment. I’m tired of being discriminated against.’”144 Transgender respondents of the study further noted discrimination by city agencies, the police, and employers in addition to housing discrimination.145 Discrimination is not specific to transgender sex workers as stigmatization is widespread against street-based sex workers.146 Complaints among residents and community patrols have caused sex workers to go outside to low-income industrial areas where sex workers are exposed to increased risk of harm having little chance to escape violent clients who pressure them into unconsented or unprotected sex acts.147

IV. EFFECTS OF BANS ON PUBLIC HOUSING

A. Deepening Impoverishment, Inabilities to Leave Sex Work, and Drug Use

Respondents of a study on street-based sex work noted that housing was essential for sex workers who wished to make enough money to leave sex work, be reunited with their families, or combat substance abuse issues.148 Respondents of the study best articulated these issues:

Marlene is homeless and was interviewed just after being released from police custody. With no place to go, she returned to the area she knows best, a neighborhood known for drug and sexual commerce . . . . [T]he environment is not conducive to her transitioning out of substance dependence and street-based sex work, especially when she lacks any indoor place to which to retreat, even for sleep.149

7PC5-378N (“One in five transgender people in the United States has been discriminated when seeking a home, and more than one in ten have been evicted from their homes, because of their gender identity.”).
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145 THUKRAL & DITMORE, supra note 1, at 63 (“She also noted the specific discrimination that transgender women face by adding, ‘the courts and the police . . . . I don’t think we should be harassed because of who we are, regardless if they know what we are, I don’t think we should be discriminated against . . . . because it happens anyway, you go to courthouse, you’ll still be discriminated against by the judge, by the DA, by the lawyers in [sic] society, you’re discriminated against.”).
146 Rekart, supra note 35, at 2124.
147 Krüsi, supra note 44, at 1155.
148 THUKRAL & DITMORE, supra note 1, at 9 (“Housing presents a specific difficulty for those who want to leave sex work. Homeless respondents and those with unstable or marginal housing, such as those living in SROs, described the difficulties of combating substance dependency when remaining amid people who also use drugs. Being offered drugs to share by neighbors presented nearly irresistible temptation, especially in a climate without peer support from non-drug users.”).
149 THUKRAL & DITMORE, supra note 1, at 62.
Substance abuse is frequently associated with sex work as a means of self-medicating in order to cope with the stresses of the nature of the work.\textsuperscript{150}

Without safe and affordable housing, workers are unable to earn enough money to pay for private housing, and paying for short substandard accommodations like rooms or SROs are costly and impose a further financial burden.\textsuperscript{151} These same factors complicate family reunification:

Many prostitutes who are mothers and have lost or are in danger of losing custody of their children place a high priority on re-storing ties with their children. Some want to re-gain custody once they are in a position to care for their children, but such family reunification is impossible without stable housing.\textsuperscript{152}

Without access to safe, affordable, and stable housing environments many sex workers are road blocked from keeping or re-unifying with their children. It is of the utmost importance that this stigmatized group be provided with supportive housing, especially since access to safe and affordable housing keeps families together.

In addition, unstable housing situations make it difficult for sex workers to feed themselves, have good nutrition, maintain personal hygiene, or have a place to get enough sleep. This inability to maintain a safe and clean lifestyle impairs a sex worker’s ability to leave sex work for work in the formal economy. Without a place for workers to sleep, eat, or bathe, many sex workers will not be hired into the workforce. Without housing, many sex workers do not have a telephone or fixed address, items necessary to those seeking employment.\textsuperscript{153}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{B. Mental Health, Self-Esteem, and Vulnerability}
\end{itemize}

Research on streetwalkers and call girls in California and legal brothel workers in Nevada found that 97% of the call girls reported an increase in self-esteem after they began working in prostitution, compared with 50% of the brothel workers but

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{151} THUKRAL \& DITMORE, \textit{supra} note 1, at 31.
\item \textsuperscript{152} Id. at 79.
\item \textsuperscript{153} For example, a sex worker named John expressed concern that without housing, he had difficulty appearing “presentable.” THUKRAL \& DITMORE, \textit{supra} note 1, at 62.
\end{itemize}
only 8% of the streetwalkers.\textsuperscript{154}

Mental health issues that street-based sex workers face include poor self-esteem, vulnerability to negative societal attitudes to sex work, depression, and post-traumatic stress disorder (“PTSD”).\textsuperscript{155} as opposed to indoor sex workers who experienced higher levels of self-esteem than the street-based sex workers surveyed here.\textsuperscript{156} A study conducted in Canada, Columbia, Germany, Mexico, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey, United States, and Zambia of street-based sex workers found that nearly seventy percent of women met the criteria for PTSD.\textsuperscript{157} A second study conducted in Holland argued that the cause of the high rates of PTSD included high rates of “victimizing experiences,” homelessness, and substance abuse.\textsuperscript{158}

Research shows that street-based sex workers experience more stress and depression than brothel workers.\textsuperscript{159} Although much of the research on sex worker psychological impact is done in other countries in conjunction with the United States, “[a] comparison of 176 streetwalkers who use crack cocaine and a matched sample of 130 crack cocaine using non-prostitutes, interviewed on the streets in Harlem, found that the street prostitutes were more likely to exhibit psychological disorders.”\textsuperscript{160}

\textbf{V. HOUSING MODELS AND HARM REDUCTION}

In addition to urging public and private housing law makers to adopt less restrictive policies to housing in line with the trend of

\textsuperscript{154} Weitzer, \textit{supra} note 8, at 218.

\textsuperscript{155} See Ross, \textit{supra} note 21, at 2 (“In a comment in The Lancet, Groneberg and colleagues (3) included the following occupational hazards that need to be taken into account in the lives of commercial sex workers: violence, harassment, infections, bladder problems, stress, depression, alcohol or drug addiction, latex allergy, and death.”); see also Rekart, \textit{supra} note 35, at 2124.

\textsuperscript{156} Weitzer, \textit{supra} note 8, at 218.

\textsuperscript{157} Ross, \textit{supra} note 21, at 5 (“Mental health issues vary considerably among female sex workers. Farley et al. (7) found that PTSD among sex workers in South Africa, Thailand, Turkey, the US, and Zambia was present in two thirds of the sample, and did not differ by country. In an update five years later in nine countries (Canada, Colombia, Germany, Mexico, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey, the US, and Zambia), they found that close to 70% of the women met criteria for PTSD. While Farley et al concluded that prostitution is intrinsically traumatizing and the harm of prostitution is not culture-bound[.]”).
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decriminalization adopted by the New York State courts,\(^{161}\) New York City must adopt a housing model that will help street-based sex workers escape the deepening cycle of impoverishment created by homelessness. In spite of the large population of homeless and shelter-housed individuals in New York City, sex workers are among the most stigmatized individuals and have few resources when faced with homelessness, drug dependency, or poverty. Below, I analyze three separate housing models discussed by sex worker advocates, which address the problem of sex worker homelessness.

A. **Transitional Shelters**

Advocates for sex workers’ rights insist that it is necessary for New York City to create transitional shelter support systems for street-based sex workers similar to the domestic violence shelter model.\(^{162}\) This includes short- or long-term housing integrated with onsite support staff to assist with finding permanent housing solutions for workers. One advocate stated that:

> [T]hese shelters offer women a safe and confidential place to go and get their lives together . . . . [T]o stop and figure out what’s next for them . . . where services are more seamless. And the best thing is that [women who stay at shelters] are living with other women who are going through similar situations, and they can be a support network for each other.\(^{163}\)

A crucial element of this model is a 24-hour support staff system. The same advocate said that support staff:

> provide counseling and advocacy, and referrals to take care of other needs, like maybe rehab or job training or with ACS, that a client has . . . . They could drive a client directly from finishing rehab to this special shelter, so there’s no opportunity to get into trouble or distracted.\(^{164}\)

This model is especially essential for street-based sex workers who work outside, are homeless, or are marginally housed in the winter-time. This model could also be used for sex workers who were recently released from institutions or who were previously incarcerated.

Advocates for transitional shelters distinctly noted that transgender sex workers are in need of a shelter system that provides

\(^{161}\) See Keshner, *supra* note 17.

\(^{162}\) THUKRAL & DITMORE, *supra* note 1, at 80.

\(^{163}\) Id. at 65.

\(^{164}\) Id.
specific supportive services. This model would include “dress for success” classes or mental health support such as therapy, caseworkers, and food programs. This model would help alleviate hunger and domestic violence: two issues specifically stated to affect the transgender sex worker community. An advocate noted that transgender sex workers, and transgender women in general, are not always eligible for domestic violence shelters and may have decreased access to shelter and services they may need. This model would be a helpful adaptation of the current shelter system. However, it would create barriers for sex workers who wish to continue sex work by preventing them from bringing clients home.

B. Housing First Model

The “housing first” methodology provides a critical link between the emergency shelter/transitional housing systems and the community-based and governmental services and resources that are often fragmented, difficult to access or simply not available to homeless families trying to attain stability and independence in permanent housing.

The program methodology facilitates the move into permanent housing for homeless families and then engages the newly-housed family in a progressive set of individualized case management activities and interventions for a limited period of time, as they move toward improved social and economic well-being. The “housing first” methodology is premised on the belief that multi-problem and at risk families are often more responsive to interventions and support after they are in their own housing, rather than still living in housing programs that are temporary or transitional.

This model finds apartments for clients and rents them out as a Social Security benefits payee program. This program takes Social Security benefits on behalf of clients, pays rent, telephone, and other utilities, and then returns the remainder of the money to clients. Advocates noted that this model is not particularly conducive for clients with substance abuse issues because of the risk of
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falling out of treatment because the recipients have control over
the remainder of the money. For example:

The people [they] take are not housing ready. And the woman
you’re talking about on the streets is not housing ready accord-
ing to all these other models, but this is a model, he has [a very
successful] retention rate in two years [as compared to] other
supportive housing providers that only serve housing ready
people.170

Although there is a risk of substance abuse among clients of this
model, advocates noted that clients at risk of substance abuse do
not spiral out of control to the point of homelessness. She noted,
“The first step to recovery is getting somebody a house. Once you
have a house, then you have like something to live for and like a
reason to bring yourself together.”171 Another advocate agreed, say-
ing, “yeah, I mean, the more I do this work, the more I see that it’s
housing that’s like the most fundamental thing for people.”172 An
issue of this program is that not all sex workers are eligible for
Social Security and may work around a cash only environment.

In these situations, a housing program would not be able to
make rental payments on the behalf of sex workers. An expert on
advocacy for homeless sex workers agreed that “commitment to
housing is important for street-based sex workers, whether it is a
domestic violence shelter or ‘housing first’ program.”173 This
model provides basic needs and housing for sex workers but fails to
assist the needs of sex workers who may need other supportive ser-
VICES. Additionally, by not reforming the laws regarding private and
public housing, sex workers, and eviction, many sex workers would
be pushed out of the housing procured by the housing first model
if arrested for prostitution.

C. Unsanctioned Indoor Sex Work Environment

In addition to traditional indoor sex work environments like
massage parlors and brothels, a recent study in Canada reported
that research calls for indoor sex work environments with “environment-
mental-structural interventions.” These “interventions” or “systems
of support” create “enabling environments” to reduce violence and
sexual risks associated with sex work contributed by “contextual
factors, gendered power dynamics, and access to resources.”174 Fur-

170 THUKRAL & DITMORE, supra note 1, at 66.
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174 Krüsi, supra note 44, at 1154.
ther, environmental-structural supports instituted in indoor sex work in countries such as Brazil and the Dominican Republic include “supportive management policies, security measures, and access to HIV and STI prevention resources strongly associated with increased control among female sex workers in negotiating sexual risk reduction, including condom use.”

Unfortunately, these “environmental-structural interventions” have been scarce among developed countries and formal implementations of these policies are road blocked by restrictive laws. However, in Canada, Parliament recently enacted a law that criminalized the purchase of sex work, those who “materially benefit from sexual services,” the discussion of the sale of sex in certain areas, and those who “knowingly advertise an offer to provide sexual services for consideration.” Much like the laws in the United States, these restrictive laws impede the ability of sex workers to engage in sex work without fear of arrest and conviction. Although “prostitution” or sex work is not completely decriminalized in Canada, “erotic massage parlors” or “licensed body rub parlors” act as indoor sex work environments throughout the country. In addition to these indoor sex work environments, activists call for unsanctioned indoor sex work environments where sex workers can live and work free from violence, arrest, and risk of harm.

In British Columbia, a new unsanctioned indoor sex work model has been utilized that focuses on “low-barrier, supportive housing programs for women.” This indoor unsanctioned sex work model differs from a brothel or indoor sex work environment because operators do not profit from the sex work occurring on the premises. Further, this environment exists purely to support sex workers and to provide them a safe place to live, work, and receive supportive services. This unsanctioned sex work environment is neither legalized nor regulated by the Canadian government. The following study focuses on how these environments
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positively impact “safety and risk negotiation with clients during sex work transactions.”

1. The Unsanctioned Safer Sex Work Housing Model

Despite a “prohibitive legal environment” for sex work in Canada, a recent innovative program has combined an indoor sex work environment with a supportive housing model in British Columbia to create the “Unsanctioned Safer Sex Work Housing Model.” These housing programs “offer a minimal-barrier, high-tolerance environment and follow a women-centered empowerment and harm reduction/health promotion philosophy.” Residents of this housing model “represent the most marginalized, chronically homeless women in the community who live with trauma and substance use issues and support themselves through sex work.” Simply put, this model is a supportive housing environment that also helps facilitate the female residents’ involvement with sex work. Therefore, the building policies reflect “the needs of women who are working in the street-level sex trade” and allow women to bring sex work clients into their rooms.

Further, this model employs “environmental-structural policy supports” to help facilitate a safe environment for residents to provide sex work transactions. These supports include: (1) building/management policies; (2) environmental cues/security measures; and (3) access to health, prevention, and harm reduction resources.

Building and management policies provide that the Unsanctioned Safer Sex Work Housing Model buildings consisted of only women (management, residents, and staff), had required guest hours where women could bring their clients, required clients to register at the front desk (sometimes requiring photo identification), and restricted guests to one at a time. However, some women reported that these policies interfered with client’s anonymity, as discussed in the “effects of study” below.
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Environmental cues and security measures consist of bad date reports to monitor client violence, camera surveillance systems in public areas, and residents’ ability to call for help from the staff or the police in the case of a client altercation. These bad date reports are distributed to other residents of the buildings and allow women to screen out potentially violent clients, even leading to the arrest of particular violent clients and offenders.

Lastly, access to health, prevention, and harm reduction resources include support by doctors and mental health practitioners (who often visit the buildings), access to condoms, syringes, and other harm reduction paraphernalia, and onsite staff who distribute medication (including methadone and antiretroviral therapy).

The author of the the “Unsanctioned Safer Sex Work Housing Model” study states:

We drew upon data from 39 in-depth qualitative interviews and 6 focus groups conducted with residents of the two housing programs from July 2009 to March 2010. All residents of the housing programs, who were willing to participate and met the minimum criterion of having engaged in sex work in the previous month, were interviewed.

This study, examined below, illustrates the positive effects that a supportive sex work housing environments has on the health, safety, and socioeconomic status of sex workers.

2. Effects of Study

Generally, the study found that an unsanctioned indoor sex work environment decreased the rate of violence sex workers experience, increased control and negotiations of sex work transactions, and improved the health risks inherent in sex work. All respondents of the study reported that violence and rape were inherent in street-based sex work. All respondents additionally re-
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ported that safety and control over sexual risk reduction were prominent living and working under this model.

i. Safety

It’s safer. I can just yell for help and you know, in the alley you can’t really yell, you know? It’s hard to run away, and . . . you don’t know whether they’re going to get violent or something. There’s a lot more chance of that outside than at my place . . . . It’s happened before, and the staff have come and they’ve told him to leave or they even got the police to get him to leave. They do that right away. It took four cops to get this guy to leave. (Participant #30)\(^{193}\)

Safety in these supportive housing environments involved the implementation of “environmental-structural safety mechanisms,” which included programs such as bad date reports, camera surveillance, and contact with staff and police.\(^{194}\) Bad date reports compiled lists of violent clients and are made available to residents and staff and posted on the entrance of buildings.\(^{195}\) Women of the study noted that this technique increased their sense of safety by allowing staff to recognize and report violent clients in their housing.\(^{196}\)

Issues with this model included concern that the lack of anonymity would be a barrier for clientele as opposed to the anonymous nature of street-based sex work.\(^{197}\) However, sex workers felt that camera surveillance was an important feature of vetting and identifying violent clients. Only a minority of women reported that identification policies were a barrier to clients.\(^{198}\)

Relationships with the staff and police were integral to the sex workers’ perception of safety. They reported that they could count on police for support to remove violent clients.\(^{199}\) This aspect of the model cannot be found in other indoor sex work environments and is in direct opposition to police interactions discussed among street-based sex workers in New York City.\(^{200}\) A large proportion of study respondents noted that police welcomed their indoor conduct and showed concern for their safety. One woman noted, “Police just stop me and then sometimes they ask if I’m okay or if I’ve
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had dates with assholes or jerks lately. They used to hassle us a long time ago; it’s changed.” (Participant #26).201 Formal and informal safety mechanisms allow for safer housing and work environments, which create spaces that allow women to look out for each other’s safety.

ii. Negotiation Risk Reduction in Sex Work Transactions

One of the positive effects of this model is that sex workers have increased control of client transaction negotiations regarding types of services, amounts charged, as well as sexual health and condom use. This model grants sex workers agency not afforded in street-based sex work by allowing them to refuse services that are risky or unwanted. Women also reported that safety and support staff allowed them to feel more dignified and receive more respectful treatment from clients.202 This empowerment experienced by participants was linked to increased prices of services and less risk of women being “slighted,” or not paid for their work.203 Respondents noted that they could count on other the women in the housing program if a client did not pay.204 However, one issue of living in a support community of sex workers was that women would undercut fellow sex workers due to competition for dates within the small environment.205

In summary, this model represents the best housing environment for sex workers in New York City because it consists of unsanctioned and unregulated housing environments that combine the ability of sex workers to live, work, and receive supportive services all under one roof. This allows sex workers to significantly reduce the risk to their health and risk of violence, as well as eliminate unnecessary police actions, arrests, and criminal convictions. This environment could be made to accommodate sex workers with children by having on-site child care centers. Additionally, the affordable unsanctioned sex work-housing environment would assist sex workers in escaping poverty by working and paying to live in affordable housing, freeing funds to afford living expenses and build savings. Once sex workers are able to afford their own housing, they would ideally have access to public housing that no longer discriminates against their current involvement in sex work or pre-
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vious sex work convictions as discussed in this paper.206

VI. ADOPTING HARM REDUCTION MODELS TO SEX WORK IN NEW YORK CITY

Like prostitution, the use of intravenous controlled substances is illegal under New York law.207 However, approved not-for-profit organizations are given the authority to “obtain, possess, and furnish” hypodermic syringes and needles for drug-using patients for the purpose of preventing HIV and blood borne pathogens.208 New York law protects patients who possess hypodermic needles under the needle exchange program and decriminalizes possession of a residual amount of a controlled substance in the needles as part of the program as well.209

Using the Unsanctioned Safer Sex Work Housing Model, housing authorities and lawmakers should create similar harm reduction programs to combat violence and public health concerns without fear of facilitating conduct that it is not sanctioned under state law. New York City has successfully used the needle exchange policy as a basic, adaptive technique for harm reduction regulation of illegal activity. New York City should similarly adopt the unsanctioned indoor sex work model instead of banning sex workers from public housing entirely.

Needle exchange programs reduce public health concerns related to intravenous drug use by substantially decreasing HIV and Hepatitis transmission rates. However, syringe and needle exchanges were not always legal under state law.

In 1990, 54 percent of injection drug users in New York City were HIV positive. To combat the disease, state lawmakers legalized clean syringe exchange programs in 1992. By 2001, the HIV rate among IV drug users in the city had fallen to 15 percent.210 Through these efforts, needle exchange programs became legalized despite the increased control and criminalization of the buying and selling of drugs like heroin and cocaine. Most importantly,
these decreased HIV rates show that harm reductive services that support an “illegal activity” can have a substantial positive impact on the lives of those affected while decreasing risks to public health.

The unsanctioned indoor sex work environment model of British Columbia should be the next utilization of the needle exchange harm reduction technique because the public good of decreasing the risk of violence to sex workers, decreasing the risk of HIV transmission, and helping this vulnerable population to escape poverty outweighs the fear of allowing sex work activity in violation of state law. Just as independent and grassroots needle exchange forced lawmakers to pioneer harm reduction legislation relating to intravenous drug use, the implementation of an indoor sex work environment could push the trend of increased decriminalized of sex work in New York City while drastically reducing the devastations faced by sex workers, the risk of violence, and public health concerns.

VII. Conclusion

No matter the reason sex workers chose to engage in this work, whether it is survival sex work or to supplement low-wage income, many face issues finding and maintaining housing in New York City. These issues may be due to public housing laws, previous convictions, or housing conditions that prevent them from performing sex acts for money in or near their apartments, homes, shelters, or rooms.

Public housing authorities, shelter systems, and lawmakers must take an approach to sex work that mirrors the harm reduction approach of the hypodermic syringe and needle exchange program and follow the trend of increasing decriminalization of sex work in New York City. Harm reduction can be exemplified by compelling NYCHA to adopt less restrictive policies that do not discriminate against those with sex work convictions. These less restrictive policies include: (1) compelling the New York City District Attorneys and NYCHA to not evict tenants purely for being arrested for prostitution offenses and (2) removing the “sex or morals” bans from NYCHA applications and eviction process.

In addition to policy changes, the city should create supportive shelter environments that cater to sex workers’ needs and implement unsanctioned sex work environments for the greater cause of harm reduction to sex workers. By creating a model that mirrors the harm reduction approach exemplified by the needle
exchange programs and the implementation approach developed by the British Columbia unsanctioned indoor sex work environment model, sex workers will have a better chance to escape violence, mitigate HIV risk, and overcome the cycle of poverty.